
Chairman’s report 2021
This year's chairman’s report, like the previous one, will mirror the difficult and
uncommon circumstances of the global COVID-19 pandemic. However, in comparison,
the year of 2021 ended significantly brighter than the predecessor.

The year of 2021 started, filled with restrictions upon society, and with a concerning lack
of sport activities, and ended with a brighter outlook than we have seen for a long time.
Though the pandemic has left its marks on the organization, in more than a few ways
such as  declining members and activities, the end of the year gave rise to a new found
optimism on behalf of CBS Sport.

Organization
Board
The year of 2021 brought several changes in the organization both on board and
management level. The newly elected board from June 2020 entered 2021 with Cecilie
Jørgensen as the Chairman, Evelyn Cudjoe as the Cashier, Iris Hadzimahovic as the
Vice chairman, and with Louise Gotfredsen, Benedicte Kühl Hejgaard and Malthe
Barrett as the remaining board members.
However, at the general assembly in March, held online once again, Malthe Barrett was
elected the chairman of the board, with Sascha Hansen taking his spot as a regular
board member, a CBS Master student with previous engagement in CBS Football as
Marketing responsible.
Regretfully, during the course of the year, Benedicte decided to leave the board to
prioritize her thesis, fully backed by the board. We pay great thanks to her contributions
while participating. Benedicte was kept on the board as a proxy, to ensure  full board
status, which will be reset at the end of the general assembly of 2022.

Much like the previous year, the role of the board was bound to sustain and maintain
the organization during the pandemic, while also focusing on the attraction of new
volunteers specifically at management level. Despite this difficult task, the board held a
high level of positivism in its work and succeeded in laying a solid foundation going into
2022, by initiating an almost complete rebuild of the management team.



Management
Building on top of the foundation laid in 2020, with the purpose of restructuring the
management setup, the board managed to attract three new management
members. The only management member (at the time) Jacob Bergo switched from
Partnership Manager to Finance Manager, while Joao Santos, a CBS Master
student, joined as the new Marketing Manager. He was closely followed by
Mathilde Mikkelsen, another CBS Student, who took the spot as Society Manager.
Finally, the management team was gifted by the entry of Marlene Van Mourik, who
became the General manager, in charge of the new team.
With this short staffed setup, the management team, with support from the board,
managed to arrange the inauguration of the football pitch, an event the
organization had longed for in the past years. The event was the first and biggest
event of the year, and was held as part of the CBS Semester start party, which was
the biggest event ever held on CBS Campus. The event was a football tournament,
with more than 80 participants, and was deemed a great success, a feat which the
management team deserves great credit for.
There is no doubt in my mind that the management team is in stable and capable
hands going forward - thus a great thanks to you all.

Administration
On another grateful note, it is a pleasure to report that Mats Borgstrøm remained the
administrative employee throughout the year, and continues to do so, a role in which
he excels. Besides his day to day responsibilities Mats has been a great asset to Evelyn
as the Cashier, as well as to the board no-matter the area in question. His great work,
and engagement in the organization also led to a deserved pay rise, in the last part of
the year of 2021. Sadly, due to an up coming exchange semester, Mats will takes his
leave, freeing up the spot for a new administrative employee in the second semester of
2022.

Sports and Key Developments

The impact of the pandemic is hard to dismiss, as most sports experienced immensely
low membership counts, while also being at a stand still in the beginning of the year,



hence the sports reports are few, but more than in 2020 nonetheless.

While having a slow start to 2021, the second half of 2021 saw Shotokan maintain its
level in memberships, from pre-pandemic figures, and Richard, the sport responsible,
reported that he saw an increasing interest in the sport eying a potential growth in the
coming year. In addition the club successfully applied to become part of the Danish
Karate Association, enabling the participation of CBS Sport Shotokan members in
Danish and international tournaments.

Despite the beginning of the season being cut short, CBS Sport Badminton were able to
increase their membership numbers through an increased focus on structure and the
application of Motivu. The intake of players has given the first team in series 2 a big
belief in the coming challenge for promotion. Furthermore, the second team saw a
positive influx of female players, a development which led the second team to
becoming a “new comers”team with the purpose of introducing new players to
competitive badminton.
The volunteer structure saw some changes, with the addition of a new president, and
new coaches. Lastly, the membership numbers reached a top level, resulting in new
players not being able to join, due to lack of timeslots, an issue which has been and will
continue to be raised with FIU.

CBS Sport Football started, and ended the year with four mens 11-a-side teams and one
11-a-side women's team and a 7-a-side team.  The women’s 11-a-side team, which
competed in the København Serie, ensured another season in the league, by finishing
7th, while their 7-a-side team were promoted to series 1, which is a great
accomplishment.
The men’s 1st team ended their first half of the season, in Serie 1, in 5th place giving
them a good placement going into the second half of the season in 2022.  Both the 2nd
and 3rd team were promoted from serie 3 to serie 2 in great style, showing the
competitiveness of the club. The 4th team allocated to the HA IT studyline finished
mid-table in serie 5. The eagerness to join the club remained high, with the club
arranging a well participated try-out at the start of the fall season.

CBS Sport Volleyball reported continued growth in memberships. The club participates
in the Mix-League 1, with practices occurring twice a week, with one being an open



gym style session, to allow externals to tryout. Most of the season was canceled due to
the pandemic, however the team ended with a winning record. The team was run by a
playing coach, and a few assistants.

CBS Sport Handball reported no noteworthy competitive achievements, as all teams,
two women’s and a men’s team, remained in their respective leagues. Players from the
women’s team continue to coach the men’s team and vice versa.

Both CBS Sport Basketball and Tennis saw the initiation of new leadership take place at
the end of 2021, which should lead to positive results in the development of the clubs
going forward. Especially the basketball teams were looking competitive on the court,
while the management of the club is expected to do so in the future. CBS Sport Tennis
welcomed a new president, whose main task will be to re-establish the access to
facilities, and thus attract new players, as the club was hit especially hard by the
pandemic.

While CBS Sport Rugby and CBS Sport Floorball remained active. No news were
reported, however CBS Sport regretfully reports that CBS Sport Lacrosse closed at the
end of the year due to the lack of players.

As a last key development, CBS Sports supplier deal with Sportsmaster expired by the
end of 2021, allowing for the organization to enter into negotiations with Select and
Intersport, after being approached by Select. While the deal was not fully negotiated at
the end of 2021, the board remains positive in the development of the situation, and
looks forward to the collaboration with Select and Intersport.

Overall, CBS Sport has seen another restricted, yet eventful year. And while the club, on
paper, has lost a great amount of members, the reports from the sports clubs leaves
room for optimism, as the interest in participating in sports remains high across most
sports, despite the two years of pandemic impact. The club managed to hold the
long-awaited football inauguration, while playing a key role in the biggest CBS Campus
event ever, and also attracting new and exciting talent to the management team.

With this said, the future is looking bright, as it is time for CBS Sport to rebuild its
membership and volunteer base, with events, sports and collaborations.



_________________________________________________
Chairman of CBS Sport


